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The aimof this paper is to give a complete picture of approximability for two tree consensus
problems which are of particular interest in computational biology:Maximum Agreement
SubTree (MAST) andMaximumCompatible Tree (MCT). Both problems take as input a label
set and a collection of trees whose leaf sets are each bijectively labeled with the label set.
Define the size of a tree as the number of its leaves. The well-known MAST problem con-
sists of finding a maximum-sized tree that is topologically embedded in each input tree,
under label-preserving embeddings. Its variant MCT is less stringent, as it allows the in-
put trees to be arbitrarily refined. Our results are as follows. We show that MCT is NP-hard
to approximate within bound n1− on rooted trees, where n denotes the size of each in-
put tree; the same approximation lower bound was already known for MAST [J. Jansson,
Consensus algorithms for trees and strings, Ph. D. Thesis, Lund University, 2003]. Further-
more, we prove that MCT on two rooted trees is not approximable within bound 2log
1− n,
unless all problems in NP are solvable in quasi-polynomial time; the same result was pre-
viously established for MAST on three rooted trees [J. Hein, T. Jiang, L. Wang, K. Zhang, On
the complexity of comparing evolutionary trees, Discrete Applied Mathematics 71 (1–3)
(1996) 153–169] (note that MAST on two trees is solvable in polynomial time [M.A. Steel,
T.J. Warnow, Kaikoura tree theorems: Computing the maximum agreement subtree, Infor-
mation Processing Letters 48 (2) (1993) 77–82]). Let CMAST, resp. CMCT, denote the com-
plement version of MAST, resp. MCT: CMAST, resp. CMCT, consists of finding a tree that is
a feasible solution of MAST, resp. MCT, and whose leaf label set excludes a smallest subset
of the input labels. The approximation threshold for CMAST, resp. CMCT, on rooted trees is
shown to be the same as the approximation threshold for CMAST, resp. CMCT, on unrooted
trees; it was already known that both CMAST and CMCT are approximable within ratio
three on rooted and unrooted trees [V. Berry, F. Nicolas, Maximum agreement and compat-
ible supertrees, in: S.C. Sahinalp, S. Muthukrishnan, U. Dogrusoz (Eds.), Proceedings of the
15th Annual Symposium on Combinatorial Pattern Matching, CPM’04, in: LNCS, vol. 3109,
Springer-Verlag, 2004, pp. 205–219; G. Ganapathy, T.J. Warnow, Approximating the com-
plement of the maximum compatible subset of leaves of k trees, in: K. Jansen, S. Leonardi,
V. V. Vazirani (Eds.), Proceedings of the 5th International Workshop on Approximation Al-
gorithms for Combinatorial Optimization, APPROX’02, in: LNCS, vol. 2462, Springer-Verlag,
2002, pp. 122–134]. The latter results are completed by showing that CMAST is APX-hard
on three rooted trees and that CMCT is APX-hard on two rooted trees.
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1. Introduction
This paper is devoted to the study of the approximability of two tree consensus problems: Maximum Agreement
SubTree (MAST) andMaximum Compatible Tree (MCT). The well-knownMAST problem was introduced in 1985 by Finden
and Gordon [6], while its variant MCT was introduced by Hamel and Steel in the mid ’90s [7,2]. Both problems arise in
computational biology, and more precisely, in phylogenetics: in this framework, trees represent evolutionary histories.
1.1. Evolutionary trees
All graphs involved in this paper are simple and undirected. Formally, a graph is thus a pair G = (V , E)where V is a finite
set and E is a set of two-element subsets of V : the elements of V are the vertices of G and the elements of E are the edges
of G. A graph-theoretic tree is a graph in which any two vertices are connected by exactly one path. It is called rooted if it is
equipped with a distinguished non-leaf vertex (its root), and unrooted otherwise. A topological tree is a rooted or unrooted
graph-theoretic tree with no degree-two vertices, except maybe the root. An evolutionary tree is a topological tree whose
leaf set is in one-to-one correspondence with some label set; internal vertices are unlabeled. In what follows, evolutionary
trees are simply called ‘‘trees’’. In our framework, a tree represents the reconstructed evolutionary history of a set of species:
• leaves represent extant species under study,
• internal vertices represent unknown ancestral species, and
• the branching pattern of the tree describes theway inwhich speciation events lead from ancestral species tomore recent
ones.
It is well known that different evolutionary histories may be inferred for the same set of species. Indeed, different
inference methods may be applied to different molecular or morphological datasets; moreover, a single method may infer
many trees: for instance, maximum parsimonymethods often output manymost parsimonious trees. Therefore, comparing
evolutionary trees and finding consensuses is an important task in phylogenetics.
1.2. Basic notations and definitions
For every finite set X,#X denotes the cardinality of X . For every (rooted or unrooted) tree T , the size of T , denoted by |T |,
is defined as the number of its leaves; the leaf label set of T is denoted by L(T ): |T | = #L(T ). Leaves are identified with their
labels when the tree is understood.
A binary tree is a rooted tree whose internal vertices have exactly two children each. A star-tree is a rooted tree whose
root is adjacent to every edge.
Given two unrooted trees S and T , define a topological embedding of S in T as an injection ımapping each vertex of S to a
vertex of T , and satisfying the following two properties:
(1) ımaps each leaf of S to a leaf of T with the same label, and
(2) for any two distinct edges {u1, v1} and {u2, v2} of S, the path in T connecting ı(u1) and ı(v1) has at most its endpoints in
common with the path in T connecting ı(u2) and ı(v2).
For two rooted trees S and T with roots s and t , respectively, a topological embedding ı of S in T is defined in the same
way as in the unrooted case, but with the following additional requirement: for every leaf l of S, ı(s) occurs on the path
linking t to ı(l) in T . We say that S is a (topological) restriction of T if there exists a topological embedding of S in T . For every
rooted (resp. unrooted) tree T and every label set X, T | X denotes the unique rooted (resp. unrooted) tree on L(T ) ∩ X that
is a restriction of T . Less formally, T | X is the tree displaying the branching information of T relevant to X .
1.3. The MAST and MCT problems
The MAST and MCT problems, as well as their respective complement versions, take as input a collection of trees on the
same label set. The goal of all four problems is to find a consensus for the trees in the collection. Throughout this paper,
• L denotes the label set such that each input tree is a tree on L,
• the cardinality of L is denoted by n,
• the number of input trees is denoted by k, and
• the input collection itself is denoted by T := {T1, T2, . . . , Tk}, or sometimes by U := {U1,U2, . . . ,Uk} if the trees are
unrooted.
The MAST problem and its complement. The MAST problem consists of finding a maximum-sized tree that is topologically
embedded in each input tree.
An agreement subtree of T is a tree TA with L(TA) ⊆ L such that for each Ti ∈ T , TA = Ti| L(TA). Intuitively, there
exists an agreement subtree of T with leaf label set X if and only if all trees in T agree on the evolutionary history of the
species represented by the labels in X . The Maximum Agreement SubTree (MAST) problem is to find a maximum-sized
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agreement subtree of the input collection T . The maximum size, over all agreement subtrees of T , is denoted bymast(T ).
The complement problem of MAST, denoted by CMAST, is to find an agreement subtree TA of the input collection T , such
that n − |TA| is minimum. In other words, the complement version of MAST consists of finding an agreement subtree
whose leaf label set excludes a smallest subset of input labels. Although MAST and CMAST are obviously equivalent at
optimality, they largely differ from the point of view of approximation, as highlighted in Section 1.4.2. In the practice of
phylogenetics, approximating CMAST ismore relevant than approximatingMAST: indeed, data sequences are getting longer
and phylogenetic methods more accurate, so that input trees are expected to agree on the position of most leaves. For
k ∈ {2, 3}, the particular cases of MAST and CMAST dealing with k rooted input trees are denoted by k-MAST and k-CMAST,
respectively.
The MCT problem and its complement. A tree T refines a tree T ′, if T ′ can be obtained by contracting some edges of T . The MCT
problem is the variant of MAST in which input trees are allowed to be arbitrarily refined.
A tree TC with L(TC) ⊆ L is said to be compatible with T if and only if for each Ti ∈ T , TC refines Ti| L(TC).
The Maximum Compatible Tree (MCT) problem is to find a maximum-sized tree compatible with the input collection
T . Agreement always implies compatibility and the converse is true for binary trees. Hence, MAST and MCT are equivalent
on binary trees. The maximum size, over all trees compatible with T , is denoted by mct(T ). The complement problem of
MCT, denoted by CMCT, is to find a tree TC compatible with the input collection T and such that n − |TC| is minimum. The
particular cases of MCT and CMCT dealing with two rooted input trees are denoted by 2-MCT and 2-CMCT, respectively.
To motivate the introduction of MCT/CMCT, note that poorly supported edges often occur in trees inferred by maximum
parsimony or maximum likelihood methods. Although insignificant, those edges usually prevent the existence of a
significant agreement subtree [5, Section 5]. Hence, a way to find an accurate consensus among most parsimonious or most
likely trees is to, first contract all poorly supported edges, and then seek for a maximum compatible tree.
1.4. Solving MAST and MCT
Various exact and approximation algorithms have been designed to solve MAST, MCT, and their respective complement
versions.
1.4.1. Finding exact solutions
The 2-MAST problem can be optimally solved in polynomial time [3] while 3-MAST is NP-hard [8]. The latest algorithms
for 2-MAST run in O(n1.5) time [9]. The 2-MCT problem is NP-hard even if one of the two input trees has no vertices with
more than three children [2].
Several aspects of the parameterized complexity [10] of MAST and MCT have been studied.
On an unbounded number of trees, MAST is polynomial provided that at least one of them has a bounded maximum
degree [11,8,12]. On a bounded number of trees having bounded maximum degrees, MCT is also polynomial [13]. However,
both MAST and MCT are W[1]-hard with respect to the maximum degree parameter [14]: unlikely are time-complexity
bounds of the form O(g(∆)+ f (n, k)), where∆ denotes the maximum degree over all input trees, g is an arbitrary function,
and f is a bivariate polynomial.
The problem of finding a tree that is a feasible solution of MAST, resp. MCT, and whose leaf label set excludes at most
p input labels is fixed-parameter tractable with respect to integer parameter p [15,4]: time-complexity bounds of the form
O(cp + f (n, k)) are achievable, where c is a constant and f is a bivariate polynomial.
1.4.2. Approximabilities of MAST and MCT—our contribution
In this section, we specify precisely how our results extend previously known results, in order to give a complete picture
of approximability forMAST,MCT, and their respective complement problems. A short, basic introduction to approximability
theory can be found in Section 2, as well as a relevant discussion on the approximability of complement problems.
Regular problems. Let  be a real constant satisfying 0 <  ≤ 1. Note that for any real constant δ with 0 < δ < 1, the
following four bounds hold for all n large enough:
1 2log1− n  nδ  n
log n
 n.
It is trivial to approximate bothMAST andMCTwithin ratio n: pick any input leaf and return the tree reduced to this leaf.
The bound can be slightly improved: the approximating via partitioning paradigm [16] yields an approximation algorithm
for MAST with ratio n/ log n [1]; the same method also works for MCT. However, MAST is NP-hard to approximate within
ratio n1− [1,17]. In Section 6, we give slightly newer proof of the latter result and generalize it to MCT.
Moreover, even in the case of a bounded number of input trees, it is still possible to obtain strong approximation
hardness results for MAST and MCT. Let QP denote the class of decision problems solvable in quasi-polynomial time, i.e.,
in deterministic time O(2polylog N), where N denotes the input length. Hein, Jiang, Wang and Zhang showed that 3-MAST is
not approximable within ratio 2log
1− n unless NP ⊆ QP [2]. In Section 5, the same result is proven for 2-MCT.
Complement problems. Several works propose approximation algorithms for CMAST [8,4,18] and CMCT [5,18]. To date, 3 is
the best constant approximation ratio for both CMAST and CMCT: CMAST and CMCT are 3-approximable on rooted trees
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in O(kn) and O(n2 + kn) time, respectively [18]. As a counterpart, we show that 3-CMAST and 2-CMCT are APX-hard in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Hence, none of the two problems admit a Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (PTAS),
unless NP = P.
Although the exact approximation threshold for CMAST, resp. CMCT, is still unknown, it is shown in Section 3 that CMAST,
resp. CMCT, is ρ-approximable on rooted trees if and only if CMAST, resp. CMCT, is ρ-approximable on unrooted trees, for
any real constant ρ ≥ 1.
1.5. Conflicts
In the case of rooted trees, Lemmas 1 and 2 stated below yield convenient characterizations of agreement and
compatibility, respectively. Both lemmas play a crucial role in several proofs.
First, describe all rooted trees on a given set of three labels. For any three distinct labels a, b, c , let a | bc denote the tree on
{a, b, c}whose root admits as child subtrees the leaf-tree a and the two-leaf rooted tree on {b, c}. On any set {a, b, c} of three
distinct labels, there are only four different rooted trees: the star-tree on {a, b, c}, and the three binary trees a | bc, b | ac
and c | ab. Let L be a label set and let T1 and T2 be two rooted trees on L. A conflict between T1 and T2 is a three-element
subset C ⊆ L such that T1| C and T2| C are distinct. A hard conflict between T1 and T2 is a conflict C between T1 and T2 such
that both T1| C and T2| C are binary. Conflicts and hard conflicts characterize disagreement and incompatibility, respectively.
Lemma 1 ([12,4]). Let L be a label set, let T be a collection of rooted trees on L, and let X ⊆ L. There is no agreement subtree of
T with leaf label set X if and only if there exists a three-element subset of X that is a conflict between two trees belonging to T .
Lemma 2 ([5,4]). There is no tree on X that is compatible with T if and only if some three-element subset of X is a hard conflict
between two trees in T .
Unrooted analogues of Lemmas 1 and 2 are also known: they involve conflicts on four leaves [8,19]. Lemma 1 is used in
Section 4, while Lemma 2 is used in Sections 5.2 and 6.
2. Approximability of complement problems
The section consists of a synthesis of previous results.
2.1. A short introduction to approximability theory
In this section, we present the basic terminology related to the approximability of combinatorial optimization problems.
Instance, solution, measure. LetΠ be an optimization problem, i.e., amaximization or aminimization problem. To each instance
x ofΠ is associated a set of (feasible) solutions. To each ordered pair (x, s), where x is an instance ofΠ and s is a solution of
Π on x, is associated a non-negativemeasuremΠ (x, s) of the quality of solution swith respect to instance x. The measure of
an optimum solution ofΠ on x is denoted by optΠ (x).
Approximation algorithm. Let % ≥ 1 be a real constant and let x be an instance ofΠ . A %-approximate solution of Π on x is a
solution s ofΠ on xwhose measuremΠ (x, s) is:
• at least 1
%
· optΠ (x) ifΠ is a maximization problem, and
• at most % · optΠ (x) ifΠ is a minimization problem.
Example 3. A %-approximate solution of MAST on T is an agreement subtree TA of T satisfying |TA| ≥ 1% · mast(T ). A
%-approximate solution of CMCT on T is a tree TC compatible with T satisfying n− |TC| ≤ % · (n−mct(T )).
A %-approximation algorithm for Π is a polynomial-time algorithm that outputs a %-approximate solution ofΠ on x for
each instance x ofΠ taken as input.
Consider now the followingmore general framework. Let % be a functionmapping every instance x ofΠ to a real number
%(x) ≥ 1. For each instance x ofΠ , an approximation algorithm for Π with ratio % returns a %(x)-approximate solution ofΠ
on x in polynomial time.
Reduction and completeness. Let Π and Π ′ be two NP-optimization problems. An L-reduction from Π to Π ′ is an ordered
pair (R, S) of polynomial-time computable functions such that there exist two positive real constants α and β meeting the
following requirements: for every instance x ofΠ, R(x) is an instance ofΠ ′ satisfying
optΠ ′(R(x)) ≤ α · optΠ (x),
and for every solution s′ ofΠ ′ on R(x), S(x, s′) is a solution ofΠ on x satisfying∣∣optΠ (x)−mΠ (x, S(x, s′))∣∣ ≤ β · ∣∣optΠ ′(R(x))−mΠ ′(R(x), s′)∣∣ .
The class of NP-optimization problems approximable within some constant ratio is denoted by APX. If an optimization
problem Π is hard for APX under L-reduction then there exists a real number  > 0 such that approximating Π within
constant ratio 1+  is NP-hard [20].
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2.2. Complement problem
The aim of this section is to formally define and to illustrate the notion of complement problem.
Definition 4 (Complement Problem). LetΠ be an optimization problem and let n be a function mapping each instance x of
Π to a non-negative integer n(x).
The complement problem ofΠ (with respect to n) is the optimization problem Π˜ defined as follows:
• ifΠ is a maximization problem then Π˜ is a minimization problem and vice versa;
• Π and Π˜ share the same set of instances;
• for each instance x,Π and Π˜ have the same solutions on x;
• for each instance x, and for each solution s,mΠ˜ (x, s) = n(x)−mΠ (x, s).
Note that Π˜ is the complement of Π with respect to n if and only if Π is the complement of Π˜ with respect to n. Note
also that any optimization problem admits infinitely many complement versions, one for each function n. However, many
problems have natural complement versions.
Example 5. The CMAST, resp. CMCT, problem is the complement of MAST, resp. MCT, with respect to the function mapping
every finite collection of trees on the same label set to the cardinality of the label set.
Two well-known optimization problems are complementary:Maximum Independent Set andMinimum Vertex Cover.
Let G = (V , E) be a graph. An independent set of G is a subset of vertices I ⊆ V such that for any two vertices u, v ∈ I, u
and v are not adjacent in G. A vertex cover of G is a subset of vertices C ⊆ V such that, for every edge e ∈ E, at least one
of the two endpoints of e belongs to C . TheMaximum Independent Set (MIS) problem is: given as input a graph G, find an
independent set of Gwith the maximum cardinality. TheMinimum Vertex Cover (MVC) problem is: given as input a graph
G, find a vertex cover of G with minimum cardinality. Vertex cover and independent set are two complementary notions:
for every subset C ⊆ V , C is a vertex cover of G if and only if V − C is an independent set of G. Therefore, we can state:
Example 6. The MVC problem is the complement of the MIS problem with respect to the function mapping each graph to
the number of its vertices.
2.3. Different behaviors
The aim of this section is to illustrate through examples that the approximabilities of two complementary problems are
likely independent in general. Three classes of NP-optimization problems are considered:
(1) the class of NP-optimization problems that admit PTAS’s but whose decision versions are NP-hard;
(2) the class of problems that are complete for APX under L-reductions (all such problems are approximable within a
constant ratio but none of them admits a PTAS unless NP = P);
(3) the class of NP-optimization problems that are NP-hard to approximate within any constant ratio.
For every i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we exhibit a problem belonging to class i and whose complement version belongs to class j. All
examples are picked up in the literature but two of them cannot be found in folklore (Examples 10 and 11).
Example 7. While MIS is NP-hard to approximate within any constant ratio, MVC is 2-approximable and APX-hard [21].
Example 8. On graphs with bounded maximum degrees, both MIS and MVC are APX-complete [21].
Example 9. The restrictions of MIS and MVC to planar graphs both remain NP-complete [22] but each problem admits a
PTAS [23].
The Consensus Patterns problem and its complement version called Max Consensus Patterns aim at finding highly
conserved regions in a group of input sequences. Both problems are NP-hard, but each admits a PTAS [24].
Example 10. Bansal, Blum and Chawla introduce in [25] a pair of complementary clustering problems such that the
maximization problem admits a PTAS [25] while its minimization counterpart is APX-complete [26].
Example 11. The Maximum SubForest problem admits a PTAS [27] while its complement version, called Tree-Edges
Deletion is NP-hard to approximate within any constant ratio [28].
Example 12. Define a hypergraph as a pair (V , E) where V is a finite set and E is a set of subsets of V . The generalization
to hypergraphs of the MVC problem is theMinimum Hitting Set (MHS) problem: given as input a hypergraph (V , E), find
a subset C ⊆ V with minimum cardinality such that C ∩ E is non-empty for every E ∈ E . The MHS problem is hard to
approximate within constant ratio, since it can be seen as an alternative statement of the Set-Cover problem [29]. Now,
consider the complement version of MHS with respect to the function mapping each instance (V , E) to the cardinality of V :
this problem is a generalization of MIS, and thus it is NP-hard to approximate within any constant ratio [21].
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Fig. 1. An unrooted tree U on {a, b, c, d, e, f}, and the corresponding rooted trees U 	 f and U 	 a.
2.4. The complement lemma
The following lemma is implicitly used to L-reduce many problems to their respective complement versions [21,24], but
to our knowledge, it is formally stated below for the first time:
Lemma 13 (Complement Lemma). LetΠ be an optimization problemand let Π˜ denote the complement version of Π with respect
to some function n. Assume that there exists a real constant K > 0 such that, for every instance x of Π, optΠ (x) ≥ 1K ·n(x). Then
Π L-reduces to Π˜ .
Proof. Let α := K − 1 and let x be an instance of bothΠ and Π˜ :
optΠ˜ (x) = n(x)− optΠ (x) ≤ K · optΠ (x)− optΠ (x) = α · optΠ (x).
Let β := 1 and let s be a solution on x of bothΠ and Π˜ :
optΠ (x)−mΠ (x, s) =
(
n(x)− optΠ˜ (x)
)− (n(x)−mΠ˜ (x, s))
= mΠ˜ (x, s)− optΠ˜ (x)
which yields
|optΠ (x)−mΠ (x, s)| = β
∣∣optΠ˜ (x)−mΠ˜ (x, s)∣∣ .
Let R denote the identity function: R(x) = x. Let S denote the function mapping each ordered pair to its second coordinate:
S(x, s) = s. It follows from the above discussion that (R, S) is an L-reduction fromΠ to Π˜ . 
As a first application of Lemma 13, we obtain a well-known L-reduction [21, Example 13.1].
Example 14. Every χ-colorable graph G has an independent set with cardinality at least 1
χ
· nwhere n denotes the number
of vertices of G. Hence, Lemma 13 ensures that MIS L-reduces to MVC if MIS is restricted to graphs with bounded chromatic
numbers. For instance, graphs with bounded maximum degrees and planar graphs have bounded chromatic numbers.
The following two statements are immediate corollaries of Lemma 13.
(1) For anyAPX-hard problem satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma13, its complement version is also APX-hard. The property
is used several times throughout this paper.
(2) An optimization problem satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 13 has a PTAS whenever its complement version has a
PTAS. Li, Ma and Wang implicitly use this property to derive a PTAS for Max Consensus Patterns from a PTAS for
Consensus Patterns [24].
3. Approximating CMAST and CMCT on unrooted trees
This section is devoted to the proof of the following result.
Theorem 15. For any real constant % ≥ 1, the CMAST problem is %-approximable on collections of rooted trees if and only if it is
also %-approximable on collections of unrooted trees. The same result holds for the CMCT problem.
In order to prove Theorem 15, we link rooted and unrooted trees with the following two operations:
Definition 16. Given an unrooted tree U and a label ` ∈ L(U), U 	 ` denotes the rooted tree on L(U)−{`} obtained by first
rooting (a copy of) U at the unique vertex adjacent to leaf `, and then removing leaf ` and its incident edge.
Let U be a collection of unrooted trees on the same label set and let ` be an element of the label set. The collection
{Ui 	 ` : Ui ∈ U} of rooted trees is denoted byU	 `.
Fig. 1 illustrates Definition 16.
Definition 17. Let T and T ′ be two rooted trees with L(T ) ∩ L(T ′) = ∅. Define T ⊕ T ′ as the unrooted tree on L(T ) ∪ L(T ′)
obtained by adding an edge between the root of (a copy of) T and the root of (a copy of) T ′.
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Fig. 2. Two rooted trees T and T ′ and the corresponding unrooted tree T ⊕ T ′ .
Fig. 2 illustratesDefinition 17. Note that (U	`)⊕` = U for every unrooted treeU and every label ` ∈ L(U). Theorem15 is
an immediate corollary of Propositions 18 and 20 below. Throughout the rest of the section, % denotes a real constant greater
than or equal to one, and ϕ denotes a polynomially increasing functionmapping each ordered pair (n, k) of positive integers
to a real number ϕ(n, k) ≥ 1.
Proposition 18. Assume that there exists a %-approximation algorithm for CMAST on rooted trees with running time O(ϕ(n, k)).
Then, there exists a %-approximation algorithm for CMAST on unrooted trees with running time O(n · ϕ(n− 1, k)).
The same result holds if CMAST is replaced with CMCT.
Proof. We only prove the statement concerning CMAST: its counterpart for CMCT is proven in the same way. Let APP be a
hypothetical O(ϕ(n, k))-time %-approximation algorithm for CMAST on rooted trees.
LetU be a collection of k unrooted trees on the same set L of n labels. To compute a %-approximate solution of CMAST
onU in O(n · ϕ(n− 1, k)) time proceed as follows.
(1) For each ` ∈ L, compute T` := APP(U	 `).
(2) Compute `A ∈ L such that
∣∣T`A ∣∣ = max`∈L |T`|.
(3) Return UA := T`A ⊕ `A.
Correctness. Since the rooted tree T`A is an agreement subtree ofU	`A, it is easy to see that the unrooted tree UA = T`A⊕`A
is an agreement subtree of (U	`A)⊕`A = U. Let us now prove the performance bound, i.e., n−|UA| ≤ % · (n−mast(U)).
Let UM be an agreement subtree ofU with |UM| = mast(U), and let `M ∈ L(UM). UM 	 `M is an agreement subtree of
U	 `M with size |UM| − 1, and thus:
mast(U	 `M) ≥ mast(U)− 1. (1)
In fact, Inequality (1) is an equality but this result is not needed here.
We can now write:
n− |UA| = n− 1−
∣∣T`A ∣∣ (2)
≤ n− 1− ∣∣T`M ∣∣ (3)
≤ % · (n− 1−mast (U	 `M)) (4)
≤ % · (n−mast(U)) . (5)
Indeed, Equality (2) results from the fact that the treeUA has an extra leaf (namely `A) with respect to the tree T`A ; Inequality
(3) results from the maximality of
∣∣T`A ∣∣ (Step 2); Inequality (4) derives from the performance bound of APP; Inequality (5)
is a consequence of Inequality (1).
Running time. Step 1 is the most time-consuming: it consists of n calls to APP on collections of k rooted (n − 1)-leaf-trees,
and thus it takes O(n · ϕ(n− 1, k)) time. 
Proposition 18 is implicitly used in [5]. To date, the best running times for approximating the unrooted versions of CMAST
and CMCT derive from Proposition 18. Since, the rooted versions of CMAST and CMCT are 3-approximable in O(kn) and
O(n2 + kn) time [18], respectively, we have:
Corollary 19. The unrooted version of CMAST is 3-approximable in O(kn2) time and the unrooted version of CMCT is 3-
approximable in O(n3 + kn2) time.
Proposition 20 is a converse of Proposition 18. Its proof is based on a simple padding argument.
Proposition 20. Assume that there exists a %-approximation algorithm for CMAST on unrooted trees with O(ϕ(n, k)) running
time. Then, there exists a %-approximation algorithm for CMAST on rooted trees with O(kn+ϕ((d%e+1)n+1, k)) running time.
The same result holds if CMAST is replaced with CMCT.
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Proof. We only prove the statement concerning CMAST: its counterpart for CMCT is proven in the same way. Let APP be a
hypothetical O(ϕ(n, k))-time %-approximation algorithm for CMAST on unrooted trees.
Let T = {T1, T2, . . . , Tk} be a collection of k rooted trees on the same set L of n labels. To compute a %-approximate
solution of CMAST on T in O(kn+ ϕ((d%e + 1)n+ 1, k)) time proceed as follows.
(1) Compute a label set L′ with cardinality d%e n+ 1 such that L′ ∩ L = ∅, and compute a rooted tree T ′ on L′.
(2) For each rooted tree Ti ∈ T , compute the unrooted tree Ui := Ti ⊕ T ′.
(3) Compute UA := APP ({U1,U2, . . . ,Uk}).
(4) Find a label `′ in L′ ∩ L(UA).
(5) Return TA :=
(
UA 	 `′
) | L.
Correctness.We have to prove the following three assertions.
• Step 4 is correct, i.e., L′ ∩ L(UA) is non-empty.
• TA is an agreement subtree of T .
• The performance bound n− |TA| ≤ % · (n−mast(T )) holds.
Let n′ := d%e n+ 1 and letU := {U1,U2, . . . ,Uk}. Clearly,U is a collection of trees on L ∪ L′ and the latter label set has
cardinality n+ n′. Thus, the performance ratio % of the algorithm APP yields:
(n+ n′)− |UA| ≤ % ·
(
n+ n′ −mast(U)) . (6)
Let TM be an agreement subtree of T with |TM| = mast(T ). It is easy to see that TM ⊕ T ′ is an agreement subtree ofU
with size |TM| +
∣∣T ′∣∣ = mast(T )+ n′, and thus:
mast(U) ≥ mast(T )+ n′. (7)
In fact, TM⊕T ′ has exactly sizemast(U) and Inequality (7) is an equality but these results are not needed here. Combining
Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain
(n+ n′)− |UA| ≤ % · (n−mast(T )) . (8)
Since in addition, we have mast(T ) ≥ 0 and n′ ≥ %n + 1, we get (n + n′) − |UA| ≤ %n and |UA| ≥ n + n′ −
%n ≥ n + 1. Hence, L(UA) has too large cardinality to be fully contained in L. As L(UA) is a subset of L ∪ L′, L′ ∩ L(UA)
cannot be empty. Moreover, for all Ui ∈ U, (Ui 	 `′)| L = Ti, and thus TA = (UA 	 `′)| L is an agreement subtree of{
(U1 	 `′)| L, (U2 	 `′)| L, . . . , (Uk 	 `′)| L
} = T . Finally, since TA is a tree on L(UA) ∩ L = L(UA) \ L′, the size of TA satisfies
|TA| ≥ |UA| − n′, and thus Eq. (8) yields n− |TA| ≤ % · (n−mast(T )). This concludes the proof of correctness.
Running time. Step 1 takes O(n′) time. Computing a single Ui from the corresponding Ti takes O(n+ n′) time, and thus Step 2
takes O(k · (n + n′)) time. Step 3 takes O(ϕ(n + n′, k)) time by hypothesis. Steps 4 and 5 take O(n + n′) time. Hence, the
whole running time of our algorithm is
O(n′ + k · (n+ n′)+ ϕ(n+ n′, k)+ (n+ n′)+ (n+ n′)),
which is also O(kn+ ϕ((d%e + 1)n+ 1, k)). 
4. Approximating the complement of the MAST problem on three rooted trees is APX-hard
Recall that the 3-MAST problem is the restriction of MAST to input collections of three rooted trees, and that 3-CMAST is
the complement version of 3-MAST. The aim of this section is to prove that 3-CMAST is APX-hard.
In [2, Lemma 1], Hein, Jiang, Wang and Zhang prove that 3-MAST is APX-hard. Unfortunately, the complement lemma
does not apply to 3-MAST. Indeed, for any integer n ≥ 2, consider a collection T of three rooted trees on the same set of n
labels: if T contains both a star-tree and a binary tree thenmast(T ) remains equal to 2.
Definition 21. Define the 3-MAST′ problem as follows: an instance of 3-MAST′ is a pair of the form ({T1, T2, T3}, TA), where
{T1, T2, T3} is an instance of 3-MAST and TA is an agreement subtree of {T1, T2, T3}with |TA| ≥ 12 |T1|; the 3-MAST′ problem
consists of finding a maximum-sized agreement subtree of {T1, T2, T3}.
Proposition 22. The 3-MAST ′ problem is APX-hard.
The proof of Proposition 22 is delayed until the end of the section.
Corollary 23. Both 3-MAST and 3-CMAST are APX-hard.
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Proof. Let R denote the function mapping each ordered pair to its first coordinate: R maps each instance
({T1, T2, T3}, TA) of 3-MAST′ to {T1, T2, T3}. Let S denote the function mapping each ordered pair to its second coordinate:
S(({T1, T2, T3}, TA), T ) = T for every instance ({T1, T2, T3}, TA) of 3-MAST′ and every agreement subtree T of {T1, T2, T3}.
It is clear that (R, S) is an L-reduction from 3-MAST′ to 3-MAST. Hence, 3-MAST is APX-hard.
Let 3-CMAST′ denote the complement version of 3-MAST′ with respect to the function mapping each instance
({T1, T2, T3}, TA) of 3-MAST′ to the size of T1. According to the complement lemma (Lemma 13), 3-MAST′ L-reduces to 3-
CMAST′. Moreover, (R, S) is an L-reduction from 3-CMAST′ to 3-CMAST. Hence, 3-MAST′ L-reduces to 3-CMAST, and thus
3-CMAST is APX-hard. 
Instead of 3-MAST′, it would be more natural to simply consider the restriction of 3-MAST to instances T satisfying
mast(T ) ≥ 12 · n. However, such a restriction does not seem to be a proper optimization problem since its set of instances
is unlikely recognizable in polynomial time.
Let us now turn to the proof of Proposition 22. An L-reduction from theMaximum Bounded 3-Dimensional Matching
problem to 3-MAST is presented in the proof of [2, Lemma 1]. The same construction is used to prove Proposition 22.
Multi-dimensional matching. Let k be a positive integer. A k-tuple set M is called a matching if no two distinct k-
tuples belonging to M agree in any coordinate. In other words, M is not a matching if and only if there exist
(u1, u2, . . . , uk), (v1, v2, . . . , vk) ∈ M and i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} such that ui 6= vi and uj = vj. TheMaximum k-Dimensional
Matching (Max k-DM) problem is defined as follows: an instance of Max k-DM is a finite k-tuple set I; the Max k-DM
problem consists of finding a matching contained in I with the largest cardinality.
Let B be a positive integer.Max k-DM-B denotes the special case ofMax k-DM dealing with k-tuple sets I satisfying: for
every index i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} and every (u1, u2, . . . , uk) ∈ I , at most B distinct k-tuples (v1, v2, . . . , vk) ∈ I are such that
ui = vi.Max 3-DM-3 is APX-complete [30], and the instances ofMax k-DM-B satisfy the following property:
Lemma 24. Any instance I of Max k-DM-B contains a matching with cardinality at least 1k(B−1)+1 · #I .
Proof. Compute a matching M ⊆ I by applying following greedy algorithm: start with M = ∅, and while I is non-empty,
pick an element Eu ∈ I , add Eu to M , and remove from I every k-tuple agreeing with Eu in one coordinate or more. At each
iteration, a single element is added toM and at most k(B− 1)+ 1 elements of I are deleted. 
Proof of Proposition 22. We present an L-reduction (R, S) fromMax 3-DM-3 to 3-MAST′. Each instance I ofMax 3-DM-3
is transformed into an instance R(I) = ({T1, T2, T3}, TA) of 3-MAST′. The trees T1, T2, T3 and TA are as follows.
Let q denote the cardinality of I . Let A be a set of q + 1 labels such that A ∩ I = ∅. Let TA denote the star-tree on A. For
each i ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let Vi denote the projection of I onto the ith coordinate: V1, V2 and V3 are such that I ⊆ V1 × V2 × V3. Let
Ti denote the tree on A ∪ I whose root admits as child subtrees:
• the leaf-tree a for each a ∈ A, and
• the star-tree on {(v1, v2, v3) ∈ I : vi = v} for each v ∈ Vi.
Clearly, R is computable in polynomial time. Moreover, |T1| = |T2| = |T3| = #(A ∪ I) = #A+ #I = 2q+ 1, and TA is an
agreement subtree of {T1, T2, T3}with |TA| = #A = q+ 1: as expected, ({T1, T2, T3}, TA) is an instance of 3-MAST′.
Let opt(I) denote the maximum cardinality, over all matchings contained in I .
Lemma 25. mast({T1, T2, T3}) ≤ 15 · opt(I).
Proof. On the one hand, T1, T2 and T3 have size 2q+1, compellingmast({T1, T2, T3}) ≤ 2q+1. On the other hand, Lemma 24
ensures opt(I) ≥ q/7. Combining these two inequalities yields:
mast({T1, T2, T3}) ≤ 2q+ 1 = 14 · q7 + 1 ≤ 14 · opt(I)+ 1 ≤ 15 · opt(I).
This concludes the proof of Lemma 25. 
Let S denote the function given by: for each ordered pair of the form (I, T ), where I is an instanceMax 3-DM-3 and T is
a solution of 3-MAST′ on R(I),
S(I, T ) :=
{
L(T ) ∩ I if L(T ) is not a subset of I ,
∅ otherwise.
It is clear that S is computable in polynomial time.
Lemma 26. Let T be an agreement subtree of {T1, T2, T3} and let M := S(I, T ). Then, M is a matching contained in I, and its
cardinality obeys opt(I)− #M ≤ mast({T1, T2, T3})− |T |.
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Proof. If L(T ) is not a subset of I then M = L(T ) ∩ I = L(T ) − A, and thus the cardinality of M is not less than
#L(T ) − #A = |T | − (q + 1). Conversely, if L(T ) is a subset of I then T has size at most q and M has cardinality zero. In
both cases,M satisfies
|T | − (q+ 1) ≤ #M. (9)
Besides, letM∗ ⊆ I be a matching with #M∗ = opt(I). The star-tree on A ∪M∗ is an agreement subtree of {T1, T2, T3} with
size opt(I)+ q+ 1:
opt(I)+ q+ 1 ≤ mast({T1, T2, T3}). (10)
Inequalities (9) and (10) yield
opt(I)− #M ≤ opt(I)+ q+ 1− |T | ≤ mast({T1, T2, T3})− |T | .
It remains to check that M is a matching. By way of contradiction, assume that there exist Eu = (u1, u2, u3) ∈ M ,
Ev = (v1, v2, v3) ∈ M and i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that ui 6= vi and uj = vj. In particular,M is non-empty, and thus L(T )∩A is non-
empty as well. Let a be an element of L(T ) ∩ A and let C := {a, Eu, Ev}: Ti| C is the star-tree on C while Tj| C = a | EuEv. Hence,
C is a conflict between Ti and Tj. Since C is fully contained in the label set L(T ) of the agreement subtree T , a contradiction
with Lemma 1 follows.
This concludes the proof of Lemma 26. 
The preceding discussion ensures that the ordered pair of functions (R, S) is an L-reduction from Max 3-DM-3 to
3-MAST′. 
5. Approximation hardness of the MCT problem and its complement version on two rooted trees
Recall that 2-MCT is the restriction of the MCT problem to input collections of two rooted trees, and that 2-CMCT is the
complement version of 2-MCT. This section is divided into three subsections. In Section 5.1, we prove that the Maximum
spanning Star Forest (MSF) problem is APX-hard on bipartite graphs with bounded maximum degrees (Theorem 30). The
result is used in Section 5.2 to show that both 2-MCT and 2-CMCT are APX-hard (Corollary 34). Eventually, it is shown in
Section 5.3 that the self-improvement method [31] applies to 2-MCT, yielding strong approximation hardness results for the
problem (Theorem 35).
5.1. Approximation hardness of theMaximum spanning Star Forest problem
First, we introduce the Maximum spanning Star Forest problem and its restriction to bipartite graphs with bounded
maximum degrees.
Definition 27. A star-forest is a graph that does not contain any path of length three.
Note that a graph that does not contain any path of length one is an empty graph, and that the edge set of a graph that
does not contain any path of length two is a matching. For each integer n ≥ 0, let K1,n denote the graph with vertex set
{0, 1, 2, . . . , n} and with edge set {{0, 1}, {0, 2}, {0, 3}, . . . , {0, n}}: K1,n is a graph-theoretic tree with n + 1 vertices, and
in K1,n, vertex 0 is adjacent to every edge. A graph-theoretic star-tree (also simply called a star) is a graph isomorphic to K1,n
for some integer n ≥ 0. A graph is a star-forest if and only if all of its connected components are graph-theoretic star-trees.
Let G = (V , E) be a graph. A spanning star-forest S of G is a star-forest of the form S = (V , F)with F ⊆ E. TheMaximum
spanning Star Forest (MSF) problem is: given as input a graph G, find a spanning star-forest of G with the largest number
of edges. A graph is called bipartite if its vertex set can be partitioned into two independent sets. For each integer ∆ ≥ 1,
let MSFB-∆ denote the restriction of MSF to bipartite graphs with maximum degrees at most∆. A spanning star-forest of a
bipartite graph is represented in Fig. 3. The aim of the present section is to prove that MSFB-∆ is APX-hard for some∆. Note
that the general MSF problem is approximable within ratio 1.41 [32].
A dominating set of G is a subset of vertices D such that every vertex of G not in D is adjacent to at least one vertex
belonging to D. The widely studiedMinimumDominating Set (MDS) problem is: given as input a graph G, find a dominating
set ofGwithminimum cardinality. The next lemma ensures thatMDS is the complement ofMSFwith respect to the function
mapping each graph to the cardinality of its vertex set.
Lemma 28 ([33]). Let G = (V , E) be a graph.
(1) Let D be a dominating set of G. A spanning star-forest of G with #V − #D edges is computable from G and D in polynomial
time.
(2) Let S = (V , F) be a spanning star-forest of G. A dominating set of G with cardinality #V − #F is computable from G and S
in polynomial time.
Proof. In a graph-theoretic star-tree, a vertex that is adjacent to every edge is called a center. Two-vertex stars (like K1,1)
have two centers each. Every star with more than two vertices has a unique center.
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Fig. 3. A bipartite graph Gwith vertex set {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i}, a spanning star-forest S of G (dotted edges have to be omitted), and the three connected
components of S.
(1) Given a dominating set D of G, compute an edge set F ⊆ E in the following way: start with F = ∅, and for each vertex
v ∈ V − D, add to F an edge of G linking v to a vertex in D. Each connected component of S := (V , F) is a star with a
center in D; S is a spanning star-forest of Gwith #V − #D edges.
(2) Given a spanning star-forest S = (V , F) of G, compute a vertex set D ⊆ V in the following way: start with D = ∅, and
add to D a center of each connected component of S. Obviously, D is a dominating set of G. Moreover, as S = (V , F) is
an acyclic graph, it has exactly #V − #F connected components. Hence, D has cardinality #V − #F .
For instance, if graph G and star-forest S are as in Fig. 3, then our algorithm outputs dominating set D = {d, e, g} or
D = {d, f, g}, depending on which center of the star with vertex set {e, f} is chosen. 
For each integer ∆ ≥ 1, the restriction of MDS to bipartite graphs with maximum degrees at most ∆ is denoted by
MDSB-∆. In 2004, Chlebík and Chlebíková showed that MDSB-3 is APX-hard [34]. The next lemma ensures that MDSB-∆
satisfies the hypothesis of the complement lemma.
Lemma 29. Let n and∆ be two non-negative integers. In any n-vertex graphwithmaximum degree at most ∆, every dominating
set has cardinality at least 1
∆+1 · n.
Proof. Let G = (V , E) be an n-vertex graph with maximum degree at most ∆. For each vertex u ∈ V , let N(u) denote the
neighborhood of u in G: N(u) = {v ∈ V : {u, v} ∈ E} and N(u) has cardinality at most∆. A subset D ⊆ V is a dominating set
of G if and only if
V = D ∪
⋃
u∈D
N(u). (11)
Now, let D be a dominating set of G. Inclusion (11) yields:
n ≤ #D+
∑
u∈D
#N(u) ≤ (#D)+ (#D) ·∆,
and thus D has cardinality at least 1
∆+1 · n. 
It is now easy to prove the main result of the section.
Theorem 30. The MSFB-3 problem is APX-hard.
Proof. According to Lemma 28, MSFB-3 is the complement of MDSB-3 with respect to the function mapping each graph
to the cardinality of its vertex set. Moreover, according to Lemma 29, the complement lemma (Lemma 13) applies with
Π := MDSB-3, Π˜ := MSFB-3 and K := 4: MDSB-3 L-reduces to MSFB-3. As the former problem is APX-hard [34],
Theorem 30 is proven. 
5.2. Both the MCT problem and its complement version are APX-hard on two rooted trees
The aim of this section is to prove that both 2-MCT and 2-CMCT are APX-hard. The basic idea is the same as in Section 4:
a ‘‘restriction’’ of 2-MCT to which the complement lemma applies is proven APX-hard.
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Fig. 4. An instance ({T1, T2}, TC) = R(G) of 2-MCT′ , where the graph G is as in Fig. 3, I1 = {a, b, c, d, e}, I2 = {f, g, h, i}, and EC = {{a, f}, {b, g}, {c, g},
{d, h}, {e, f}}.
Definition 31. Define the 2-MCT′ problem as follows: an instance of 2-MCT′ is a pair of the form ({T1, T2}, TC)where {T1, T2}
is an instance of 2-MCT and TC is a tree compatible with {T1, T2} such that |TC| ≥ 13 |T1|; the 2-MCT′ problem consists of
finding a maximum-sized tree compatible with {T1, T2}.
Proposition 32. The 2-MCT ′ problem is APX-hard.
Proof. We present an L-reduction (R, S) fromMSFB-3 to 2-MCT′ in order to apply Theorem 30. Each instance G = (V , E) of
MSFB-3 is transformed into an instance R(G) = ({T1, T2}, TC) of 2-MCT′. The trees T1, T2 and TC are as follows.
Let I1 and I2 be two independent sets of G partitioning V : V = I1 ∪ I2, I1 ∩ I2 = ∅, and for each edge e ∈ E, e has an
endpoint in I1 and the other one in I2. The edges of G are used as leaf labels. For each v ∈ V , let Σv denote the star-tree on
{e ∈ E : v ∈ e}. Note thatΣv is the empty tree if and only if v is an isolated vertex of G. For each i ∈ {1, 2}, let Ti denote the
tree on E whose root admits as child subtrees every non-empty tree of the form Σv with v ∈ Ii. Compute a subset EC ⊆ E
as follows: start with EC = ∅, and for each vertex v ∈ I1 that is not isolated in G, add to EC an edge of G adjacent to v. It is
clear that T1| EC is a star-tree, and thus TC := T2| EC is compatible with {T1, T2}. Moreover, since G has maximum degree at
most three, the cardinality of EC obeys #EC ≥ 13 · #E, and the latter inequality is equivalent to |TC| ≥ 13 |T1|. As expected,
R(G) = ({T1, T2}, TC) is an instance of 2-MCT′. Fig. 4 illustrates the transformation R.
Lemma 33. For every three-element subset C ⊆ E, C is a hard conflict between T1 and T2 if and only if C is a path of length three
in G.
Proof. First, assume that C is a hard conflict between T1 and T2. Then, there exist three edges e, f , g of G such that
C = {e, f , g}, T1| C = g | ef , and T2| C = e | fg . Write f as f = {v1, v2} with v1 ∈ I1 and v2 ∈ I2. Since g | ef is a
restriction of T1, both e and f appear as leaf labels in the same child subtree of the root of T1, namelyΣv1 . Hence, both edges
e and f are adjacent to vertex v1, and the same arguments show that both f and g are adjacent to v2. Therefore, e, f , g are
three consecutive edges: C is a path of length three.
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Conversely, assume that C is a path of length three. The four vertices visited by C alternate between I1 and I2 along the
path. More precisely, there exist u1, v1 ∈ I1 and u2, v2 ∈ I2 such that C = {e, f , g} with e := {u2, v1}, f := {v1, v2} and
g := {v2, u1}. Both e and f appear as leaf labels inΣv1 while g is a leaf of another child subtree of the root of T1, namelyΣu1 .
Therefore, g | ef is a restriction of T1, and the same arguments prove that e | fg is a restriction of T2. We have thus shown
that C is a hard conflict between T1 and T2. 
According to Lemma 2, compatibility is characterized by an absence of hard conflicts, while star-forests are characterized
by an absence of three-edges-long paths. Hence, Lemma 33 yields the following property: for every subset F ⊆ E, there
exists a tree on F compatible with {T1, T2} if and only if the graph (V , F) is a spanning star-forest of G. Now, to obtain an
L-reduction (R, S) from MSFB-3 to 2-MCT′, it suffices to define function S by: for every ordered pair (G, T ), where G is an
instance of MSFB-3 and T is a solution of 2-MCT′ on R(G), S(G, T ) := L(T ). 
Corollary 34 below is deduced from Proposition 32 in the same way as Corollary 23 is deduced from Proposition 22.
Corollary 34. Both 2-MCT and 2-CMCT are APX-hard.
5.3. Strong approximation hardness results for the MCT problem on two rooted trees
Corollary 34 implies that 2-MCT is NP-hard to approximate within some constant ratio greater than one. However, such
an approximation lower bound is far from optimal. Recall that QP is the class of decision problems solvable in deterministic
time O(2polylog N), where N denotes the input length. The aim of this section is to prove the next theorem.
Theorem 35. (i) The 2-MCT problem is NP-hard to approximate within any constant ratio.
(ii) Let  be a real constant satisfying 0 <  ≤ 1. UnlessNP ⊆ QP, the 2-MCT problem is not approximable within ratio 2log1− n,
where n denotes the size of each input tree.
Analogues of Theorem 35 have been proven for 3-MAST [2] andMaximum Isomorphic agreement subTree [35] by the
mean of the self-improvement method [31]. We proceed in the same way. All trees involved in the section are rooted.
Definition 36 (Tree Product [2,35]). Let T and T ′ be two trees.
Given a label `, ` ⊗ T ′ denotes the tree on {`} × L(T ′) obtained from T ′ by replacing each label `′ ∈ L(T ′) with a new
label (`, `′). More generally, the product T ⊗ T ′ is defined as the tree on L(T )× L(T ′) obtained from T by replacing each leaf
`with the tree `⊗ T ′.
The pth power of the tree T , denoted by T⊗p, is recursively defined by: T⊗1 := T and T⊗(p+1) := T⊗T⊗p for every integer
p ≥ 1. For every collection T of trees, T ⊗p denotes the collection {T⊗p : T ∈ T }.
For every integer p ≥ 1 and every tree T , T⊗p is a tree of size |T |p ; T⊗p is computable in O(|T |O(p)) time from p and T .
Remark 37. Let T1, T2, R1, R2 be four trees such that for each i ∈ {1, 2}, Ri refines a restriction of Ti. Then R1 ⊗ R2 refines a
restriction of T1 ⊗ T2.
Definition 38 (Pseudo-factorization). Let T be a tree refining some restriction of some product of trees.
A pseudo-factorization of T is an ordered pair of trees (R1, R2) satisfying the following two properties:
(1) |R1| |R2| ≥ |T |, and
(2) for all trees T1, T2 such that T refines a restriction of T1 ⊗ T2, Ri refines a restriction of Ti for each i ∈ {1, 2}.
Lemma 39. Let T be a tree refining some restriction of some product of trees. Then, T admits a pseudo-factorization which is
computable from T in polynomial time.
Proof. The tree T is obtained from a tree R1 by replacing each leaf ` ∈ L(R1)with `⊗ S`2 where S`2 is some tree. For any two
trees T1 and T2 such that T refines a restriction of T1 ⊗ T2, R1 refines a restriction of T1, and S`2 refines a restriction of T2 for
every ` ∈ L(R1). Pick as R2 a maximum-sized tree among the S`2 ’s (` ∈ L(R1)):
|T | =
∑
`∈L(R1)
∣∣`⊗ S`2∣∣ = ∑
`∈L(R1)
∣∣S`2∣∣ ≤ ∑
`∈L(R1)
|R2| = |R1| · |R2| .
Therefore, (R1, R2) is a pseudo-factorization of T that can be easily obtained from T in polynomial time. 
Lemma 40 (Self-improvement Property). Let T be a collection of trees on the same label set and let p be a positive integer.
(i) For each tree TC compatible with T ⊗p, there exists a tree RC compatible with T , satisfying |RC|p ≥ |TC|, and computable in
polynomial time.
(ii) mct(T ⊗p) = (mct(T ))p.
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Proof. (i) Applying p− 1 times Lemma 39, compute p trees R1, R2, . . . , Rp compatible with T and satisfying
|R1| |R2| · · ·
∣∣Rp∣∣ ≥ |TC|; then pick as RC a maximum-sized tree among R1, R2, . . . , Rp.
More precisely, p− 1 pairs of trees (R1, R′1), (R2, R′2), . . . , (Rp−1, R′p−1) are computed successively in such a manner
that for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p − 1}, Ri is compatible with T and R′i is compatible with T ⊗(p−i). Let us describe the
algorithm. SetR′0 := TC, and for i = 1, 2, . . . , p−1, compute a pseudo-factorization (Ri, R′i) ofR′i−1. Finally, letRp := R′p−1.
For every i, one has
∣∣R′i−1∣∣ ≤ |Ri| ∣∣R′i∣∣which yields |TC| ≤ |R1| |R2| · · · |Ri| ∣∣R′i∣∣ by induction on i. In particular, for i = p−1,
we get |TC| ≤ |R1| |R2| · · ·
∣∣Rp∣∣.
(ii) Let TM be a tree compatible with T such that |TM| = mct(T ). Remark 37 ensures that T⊗pM is a tree compatible with
T ⊗p, and from that we deducemct(T ⊗p) ≥ ∣∣T⊗pM ∣∣ = (mct(T ))p. As the converse inequality (mct(T ))p ≥ mct(T ⊗p) is
a consequence of point (i), we have shown point (ii). 
Proof of Theorem 35. As 2-MCT is APX-hard (Corollary 34), there exists a real constant %0 > 1 such that approximating
2-MCT within ratio %0 is NP-hard [20].
(i) Assume that, for some real constant % > %0, there exists a %-approximation algorithmAPP for 2-MCT. Let p0 be a positive
integer constant. Relying on the self-improvement property of MCT (Lemma 40), a p0
√
%-approximation algorithm for 2-
MCT is derived from APP, as explained below.
Let T be an instance of 2-MCT, i.e., a collection of two trees on the same leaf set.
(1) Compute T ⊗p0 and TC := APP(T ⊗p0).
(2) Return a tree RC compatible with T and satisfying |RC|p0 ≥ |TC|.
Our algorithm is polynomial: clearly, Step 1 takes polynomial time, and according to Lemma 40(i), it is also the case of Step
2. Moreover, we have:
|RC|p0 ≥ |TC| ≥ 1
%
·mct(T ⊗p0) = 1
%
(mct(T ))p0
according to Lemma 40(ii), and thus the returned tree RC is a p0
√
%-approximate solution of MCT on T . Therefore, 2-MCT is
p0
√
%-approximable.
Now, p0 can be chosen large enough to satisfy p0
√
% ≤ %0. Since achieving such an approximation ratio implies NP = P,
point (i) is proven.
(ii) Assume that there exists an approximation algorithm APP with ratio 2log
1− n for 2-MCT. We present a quasi-polynomial
time algorithm that outputs a %0-approximate solution of 2-MCT on any instance of the problem. This is enough to prove
point (ii).
Let T be a collection of two trees on the same set of n labels.
(1) Compute the integer p := ⌈log−1/ %0⌉ (1+ blog nc)d1/−1e.
(2) Compute T ⊗p and TC := APP(T ⊗p).
(3) Return a tree RC compatible with T and satisfying |RC|p ≥ |TC|.
Since
⌈
log−1/ %0
⌉
and d1/ − 1e are non-negative integer constants, and since 1 + blog nc is the length of the binary
expansion of n, integer p is easy to compute: Step 1 takes O(polylog(n)) time. Moreover, as both trees belonging to T ⊗p are
of size np, Step 2 takesO(nO(p)) time. Finally, Lemma 40(i) ensures that Step 3 also takesO(nO(p)) time. As nO(p) = O(2polylog n),
the complexity of our algorithm is quasi-polynomial.
Moreover, TC is a 2log
1− (np)-approximate solution of MCT on T ⊗p, and thus we have
|RC|p ≥ |TC| ≥ 2p1− log1− n ·mct(T ⊗p) = 2p1− log1− n (mct(T ))p
according to Lemma 40(ii). Hence, RC is a 2p
− log1− n-approximate solution of MCT on T . Besides, p satisfies p ≥(
log−1/ %0
) (
log1/−1 n
)
, which is equivalent to 2p
− log1− n ≤ %0: the returned tree RC is a %0-approximate solution of MCT
on T . 
6. Approximation hardness of the MAST and MCT problems on an unbounded number of trees
In this sectionwe study the approximation hardness of theMAST andMCTproblems in their general setting, i.e., when the
number of input trees is unbounded. Themain result is Corollary 45. It shows that both problems areNP-hard to approximate
within bound n1− , where  denotes an arbitrarily small positive real constant. The approximation lower bound is new for
MCT but it was previously established for MAST [1].
For both problemsweproceed by reduction from the graph-theoretic problemMaximum Independent Set. The definition
of MIS is recalled in Section 2.2.
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Fig. 5. The tree TV ,e in the case of V = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h} and e = {c, f}.
Theorem 41. Let % be a function mapping each integer n ≥ 1 to a real number %(n) ≥ 1. Assume that MAST or MCT is
approximable within ratio %(n), where n denotes the number of leaves in each input tree. Then, MIS is approximable within
ratio 2%(n), where n denotes the number of vertices of the input graph.
Proof. We reduce MIS to MAST and MCT thanks to the following gadget, largely inspired by [1,35]. Vertices are used as leaf
labels.
Definition 42 (Gadget). Let V be a set of labels and let {u, v} be a two-element subset of V . We denote by TV ,{u,v} the tree on
V whose root admits as child subtrees:
• the leaf-tree x for each x ∈ V − {u, v}, and
• the two-leaf-tree on {u, v}.
Each graph G = (V , E) is associated with the collection TG :=
{
TV ,e : e ∈ E
}
of rooted trees on V .
Fig. 5 illustrates Definition 42. Themain properties of our gadget are stated in the following two lemmas. For every graph
G, letmis(G) denote the independence number of G, that is the largest cardinality, over all independent sets of G.
Lemma 43. Inequalitiesmct(TG) ≥ mast(TG) ≥ mis(G) hold for every graph G.
Proof. As agreement implies compatibility, mct(TG) is not less than mast(TG). Moreover, for any independent set I of G,
the star-tree on I is an agreement subtree of TG. This yieldsmast(TG) ≥ #I . Now, choose as I an independent set of G with
maximum cardinality: we obtainmast(TG) ≥ mis(G). 
If G has at least two edges thenmast(TG) = mis(G), but the equality is not needed to prove Theorem 41.
Lemma 44. Let G = (V , E) be a graph and let T be a tree compatible with TG. An independent set of G with cardinality at least
1
2 |T | is computable in polynomial time from T and G.
Proof. We construct an independent set I of G in the following way: start with I := L(T ), and for each edge e ∈ E with both
endpoints in I , remove from I an arbitrary endpoint of e. Our construction takes obviously polynomial time. Furthermore,
let r be the number of edges of G fully contained in L(T ). If these r edges of Gwere pairwise non-adjacent, or in other words
if L(T ) induced a matching in G, then we would have r ≤ 12 |T | and #I = |T | − r ≥ 12 |T |.
Therefore, to conclude the proof of Lemma 44, it suffices to prove that L(T ) induces a matching in G. By way of
contradiction, assume that both {x, y} and {y, z} are edges of G for some pairwise distinct vertices x, y, z ∈ L(T ). Restricting
TV ,{x,y} and TV ,{y,z} to {x, y, z} yield z | xy and x | yz, respectively. Hence, {x, y, z} is a hard conflict between TV ,{x,y} and TV ,{y,z}:
this contradicts the compatibility of T with TG (see Lemma 2). 
With Lemmas 43 and 44 in hand, we can now conclude the proof of Theorem 41.
Let APP be an approximation algorithm forMCTwith ratio%(n), where n denotes the size of each input tree. All arguments
stated below also hold if APP is an approximation algorithm for MAST. Let G be a graph. Let n denote the number of vertices
of G. To compute a 2%(n)-approximate solution of MIS on G proceed as follows.
(1) Compute the collection of trees TG.
(2) Run algorithm APP on TG to obtain the tree T := APP(TG): T is compatible with TG, and according to Lemma 43, T has
size at least 1
%(n) ·mis(G).
(3) Compute an independent set I of G satisfying #I ≥ 12 |T | and return I . This step takes polynomial time by Lemma 44,
and one has:
#I ≥ |T |
2
≥
1
%(n) ·mis(G)
2
= 1
2%(n)
·mis(G). 
The approximability of MIS in its general form has been widely studied [17,36, and the references therein]. In particular,
MIS is NP-hard to approximate within bound n1− , where n denotes the number of vertices of the input graph [17].
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Corollary 45. Let  be a real constant satisfying 0 <  ≤ 1. Neither MAST nor MCT is approximable within ratio n1− , unless
NP = P.
Proof. Assume that MAST or MCT is approximable within n1− . Then, according to Theorem 41, MIS is approximable within
2n1− . Let ′ be a real number satisfying 0 < ′ < . For all n large enough, 2n1− is not greater than n1−′ , and for input
graphs with a bounded number of vertices, MIS can be exactly solved in constant time. Hence, MIS is approximable within
n1−′ , and thus NP = P [17]. 
Several approximation lower bounds stronger than n1− were proven for MIS under various (but likely) assumptions on
NP [17,36, and the references therein]. By Theorem 41, each of these lower bounds also yields a lower bound for both MAST
and MCT.
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